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Abstract 

Increasing dynamics and complexity of the operational environment will have a serious impact on the human performance in 
various decision-making tasks, which were intuitively solved in the past with vast application of the human experience and 
estimation. The paper deals with the problem of the area ground observation optimization, which is very common in the wide set 
of observation tasks and its automation by the UGV’s or other assets. The problem is defined as a minimization of the observation 
point count within selected area to cover (by observation) the maximum of the target area. The problem solution complexity 
depends on variety of other assumptions, especially if we consider the observation point in other “tactical” ways, particularly the 
observation point carry other attributes which plays the role in the chaining of these points within a reconnaissance path.  
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1. Introduction 

Contemporary highly dynamic operational 
environment brings many new challenges, which were 
not apparent before. One of the today’s significant 
trends in military is continuous pursue for the 
effectiveness and its improvement in context of lack of 
qualified personnel. Increasing dynamics and 
complexity of the operational environment will have a 
serious impact on the human performance in various 
decision-making tasks, which were intuitively solved 
in the past with vast application of the human 
experience and estimation.  

The paper deals with the problem of the area ground 
observation optimization, which is very common in the 
wide set of observation tasks and its automation by the 
UGV’s or other assets. The problem is defined as a 

minimization of the observation point count within 
selected area to cover (by observation) the maximum of 
the target area. The problem solution complexity 
depends on variety of other assumptions, especially if 
we consider the observation point in other “tactical” 
ways, particularly the observation point carry other 
attributes which plays the role in the chaining of these 
points within a reconnaissance path.  This gives the 
motivation for development of the solution of 
discussed problem, which could be further optimized 
and automated, saving the human effort and increase 
effectiveness in the mission management. 

2. State of the art 

Even thought a lot of publications was written about 
visibility algorithms and analyses, there is not many 
publications dedicated to the area of ground visibility, 
the approaches are mainly based on PSO (Particle 
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Swarm Optimization) or SA (Simulated Annealing). 
Mentioned topical area still hide a vast potential for 
improvement is still an actual operational issue in 
context of automation and future operational 
environment, the papers or publications touching the 
visibility optimization in relation with tactical 
manoeuvre or other operational context are: Tsourdos 
and White (2010); Duan et al. (2007); Yao et al. (2005); 
Liu et al. (2004); Washburn & Kress (2009); Mokrá 
(2012); Mazal et al. (2016); Rybansky (2014); Bruzzone 
(2018); Bruzzone and Massei (2017); Nohel (2019); 
Starý and Farlík (2020); Časar and Farlík (2020). 

3. Microrelief and its impact 

The problem is defined as a search of such an 
observation points (from the source are), from which 
we have a maximal observation coverage of the 
destination area and the number of these points is low 
as possible (minimum). 

The best case, where we could find a one-
observation point from which we could see the whole 
destination area is usually very rare occasion.   

So we need to apply other methods to find these 
points, if they are exists, what is actually a first test 
before the start of another process of solution, so if: 

∀ 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁, ⋃ 𝑉𝑛

𝑛

1

≠ 𝐷;                                                              [1] 

D  – point set of the destination area, 
Vn  – point set,  𝑉𝑛 ∈ 𝐷, visible from n, n ∈ 𝑁,   
N  – point set of the source area, 
n – Particular point from N. 
 

there do not exists any set of potential observation 
points from the source area to observe complete 
destination area. In this case, there is just two options, 
select another source area (for instance scale it down to 
the set of k points, where ∀ 𝑘 ∈ 𝑁, 𝑉𝑘 ≠ ∅; ) or scale down 
the D: 

∀ 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁, 𝐷 = ⋃ 𝑉𝑛

𝑛

1

;                                                            [2] 

The case could be used in the further approach and the 
problem is defined as: 

⋃ 𝑉𝑛

𝑛

1

=  ⋃ 𝑉𝑚

𝑚

1

; 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁, 𝑚 ∈ 𝑀;  𝑀 ⊂ 𝑁, min → 𝑚                      [3] 

Or, usually we could accept the case:  

⋃ 𝑉𝑛

𝑛

1

≈  ⋃ 𝑉𝑚

𝑚

1

; 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁, 𝑚 ∈ 𝑀;  𝑀 ⊂ 𝑁, min → 𝑚                  [4] 

where: 
𝑉𝑛     − point set,  𝑉𝑛 ∈ 𝐷, visible from n, 

n ∈ 𝑁, 
𝑉𝑚  − point set,  𝑉𝑚 ∈ 𝐷, visible from m, 

m ∈ 𝑁, 
𝑁    − point set of the source area, 
𝑀 − point subset of the source area, 
𝑛    − particular point from N, 
𝑚 − particular point from M. 
 

Especially, when the “approximate” solution (m) 
generate seriously lower numbers to “original one”. In 
any case, further solution we attempt to calculate is [3], 
the [4] needs additional analyses and could be easily 
derived from the solution of [3]. Regarding the problem 
described by [3], as usually, there could exists more 
approaches. In any case, one of them, generating 
mathematically optimal solution is based on iterative 
search of all L combinations of the observations points 
on N and check if particular combination fulfills the 
solution [3], the brief algorithm description is follows: 
 

1. L=1 
2. Generate all L member combinations on N 
3. Check if any L member combination visibility to D 

fulfills the [3] 
4. If yes, the result is L, if not, L=L+1 
5. If L is out of D, there is the violation of the condition 

[2], algorithm fails 
6. Continue by the step 2 

The main application problem of described 
algorithm is very low efficiency, especially when L >1. 
Another approach, which generate mathematically 
pure optimal solution, was not found yet, on the other 
hand, there were developed an algorithm (by authors) 
which approximate the purely optimal solution to a 
significant reduction of the M comparing to the N.  The 
algorithm is based on iterative integration of the 𝑉𝑛 and 
elimination of all M members, which creates a pure 
subset, brief algorithm description, is follows:    

1. L=1 
2. Generate the visibility set V from n = first(N),  𝑛 ∈ 𝑁, 
3. n = next(N),  𝑛 ∈ 𝑁, 
4. Generate the visibility set T from n,  𝑛 ∈ 𝑁, 
5. If  𝑇 ⊂ 𝑉 continue by step 3,  
6. If not 5, L=L+1, 𝑉 = 𝑇 ∪ 𝑉, continue by step 3 
7. Return L 

Described algorithm seriously decrease the count of 
necessary observation points, as demonstrated on the 
following pictures, were the observation “optimality 
map” (level of grey between white -100% visibility to 
black – 0% visibility) was calculated and reduced set of 
observation positions identified (red circles), yellow 
lines indicates transitions between the positions within 
the reduced set: 
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Figure 1: Example 1 – solution time: 35s, result: 5 locations creating 
the 1 isolated region, source area: 2.6 km2, destination area: 3.1 km2. 

 

The solution is highly dependent on the type of the 
space configuration of the terrain, it could vary from 
several neighborhood points to a hundreds distributed 
across the source area, where the approximation 
process according to the (4) has a sense to pass. 
 

  
Figure 2: Example 2 – solution time: 155s, result: 56 locations 
creating the 5 isolated regions, source area: 3.4km2, destination 
area: 3 km2. 

Explained approach was chosen to demonstrate a 
one of the possible way to the particular operational 
problem solution. It opens the opportunity of the 
operational automation of selected tasks and further 
exploitation in real time operational decision support 
in C4ISTAR systems. 

 
Figure 3: Example 3 – solution time: 334s, result: 182 locations 
creating the 5 isolated regions, source area: 2.7km2, destination 
area: 3.4 km2. 

 

The computer application was executed on PC with 
INTEL Core-7 (2,4 GHz) processor and the solution 
takes approximately from 0.5 to 5.5  minutes, 
contemporary platform enables a parallel processing of 
selected tasks and it is going to be the field of further 
development. 

4. Conclusions 

The importance of effective search and displacement of 
observation components within almost any operation 
is very high. Especially in future operations, where we 
expect a higher orientation on real time ISR and stress 
on the task and asset distribution effectiveness. The 
mentioned problem was usually solved in practice 
intuitively and experimentally with or without some 
computer support. Computer generated solution 
shows, that it is sufficient to visit just a small portion of 
the source area to fulfil the ground observation task and 
save the time, asset and effort in any operation. The 
presented solution could be further optimized and 
enriched by additional features and attributes linked to 
tactical aspects of the operational area. This will be the 
field of further research and development. 
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